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About This Game

The hit turn-based strategy game has landed on Steam! #1 strategy game in the app store in 46 countries.
Approachable, absorbing, detailed and yet visually impressive, Battle Academy aims to revolutionize the strategy games market

with a blend of intuitive design and compelling gameplay. This quick-paced easy-to-learn strategy title boasts an impressive
number of unit types and different missions and delivers endless replay value because of cleverly designed online multiplayer

system, built in scenario editor and a host of user mods and scenarios.

Battle Academy is an action-packed tactical strategy game where you have to take command of a select group of units and lead
them through battles on the many different fronts of World War II. As a commander, you will have to employ real world

combined-arms tactics in order to secure victory. This means you will have to lay ambushes to surprise opposing forces, use
suppressing fire to pin them, flank hostile armor for maximum effect and, if necessary, assaults the enemy to clear strong

points. In some cases you will also have access to powerful off map artillery and air support with the capacity to weaken the
enemy defenses or even stop an enemy attack dead in its tracks. At the same time you will have to play close attention to the

morale of your own troops and use recon units to spot any hostile ambushes or flanking attacks.

To achieve this, Battle Academy offers a clean and intuitive interface that makes it easy to control your troops and at the same
time makes sure you will never lose sight of the battle. This means that you will be focused on what really matters; your mission

objectives, battle tactics and unit positioning.

The game engine is also completely script-driven and therefore easy to mod, allowing players to create their own missions and
scenario and even complete game overhauls in a simple and effective way.
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Multiplayer

Slitherine’s revolutionary server-based PBEM++ system completes the package, for a gaming experience that will certainly
please both hard core wargamers and newcomers. This asynchronous multiplayer system means you can easily find opponents

anywhere in the world any time of day and play at your own pace. There are thousands of games on going at any time.

Battle Academy is also available on iPad and offers cross-platform multiplayer, this means that there will always be someone to
challenge online! You can even start your turn at home on your PC and then continue it or play another turn on your iPad on the

train.

Base Game Features

Control British, US, Polish, Canadian forces in 3 epic campaigns covering more than 30 varied battles or take control of
Italian and German forces in multiplayer.

Select from a vast array of equipment including 100 units from 6 nations - Shermans, Fireflys, Panthers, Tigers, Stukas,
Hurricanes, P47s and much more!

Gameplay features include ambushes, line of sight, artillery barrages, airstrikes, scouts, morale, APCs, flame throwers,
heavy bombers, snipers and suppression.

Your units gain experience as they fight. Get promoted to Veteran and Elite status and gain new skills.

Addictive multiplayer modes using Slitherines revolutionary multiplayer server.

Huge modding opportunities. The game has been designed so that its easily moddable and accessible scripts control all
aspects of combat, user interface and the game's appearance.
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So lets get straight into the review:
Screenshots on the store for the game look bad in my opinion... making it look like a blank game with not much colors but its
not that its a great game it is turn based so its really strategic easy to learn but hard to master
Just buy it if your into strategy games and ww2 simulators...
. A fun beer and pretzels game. I have some 400 hrs on it.. It's not a bad game, but it's also not great. It's more a jack-of-all-
trades that does a bunch of things okay, but not much exceedingly well.

Unless you're playing on the easiest level, there's a lot of trial and error as far as what tactics will work best. There's also a lot of
randomness involved with hitting enemy units (and them hitting you). This last thing is very frustrating, as I've seen infantry
units take out heavy tanks while not being hurt themselves. Graphics are decent, but also pretty grainy and pixelated.

If you're a fan of World War 2 games and you're looking for another one to play, or you enjoy turn-based strategy games, then
this will probably suit you well. If you don't care for WW2 titles or you want faster paced action than a turn-based game, it's
probably not going to be worth it for you.. This is a simple but challenging World War Two turn-based strategy game that's
surprisingly better than Panzer Corps because the enemy doesn't receive unlimited reinforcements, doesn't have twice the
numbers you start with, and the probabilities aren't stacked massively against you after the tutorial. There are so many
campaigns to choose from, and for British grownups there's a happy reminder of "Warlord" comic and the games of toy soldiers
we played as children. For "serious" wargamers, it's the price of travelling to set up your models, fanny about moving them for
six hours then putting them away again and going home afterwards. As someone who's been playing wargames for thirty-five
years, I give this little gem nine out of ten. There are one or two things that could be improved (such as speed of movement), but
in general I believe that this is great fun for everyone.. Very intuitive game, that is sort of like Squad Leader for computers.
Reminds me of the Close Combat Series for PC, but abstracted a bit more.. Two things right off the bat. 1) The game is
Awesome ! and 2) The tutorial is Absolutely Horrible.

Yes, no typos there, but lemme take a moment to elaborate. Let's get the tutorial out of the way.

Okay, so the tutorial's out of the way. No, I'm really not kiddin', there's almost zilch, zero nada in the tutorial, and it's set up in a
very odd way, with lotsa buttons to attempt to click that do nothing and no helpful guide to any advanced strategies or tactics.
I'm sure there are probably some very helpful guides out there for all those things, but they are definitely NOT in the tutorial.

At any rate, I found I could and did learn all I needed to know by going selecting the first campaign at the top and just plunging
into the game headfirst. There was quite a bit of trial-and-error initially, and the game doesn't give you a lot of 'prestige-type-
purchasing-power' like you may be used to in games like Panzer General or Panzer Corps. In fact, once you're in a battle, there's
NO accrual of prestige or ability to purchase new units, etc. You only get options to do that at the start of the missions, but
before you throw in the towel on that being a horrible idea, I'll explain.

You'll get a select # of units that are coming on each mission w/o fail and at no cost. You'll also have a limited amount of
purchasing power to add key beneficial units as you see fit, and there are also limitations on just how many of each of those
useful units are available as well. Part of the real challenge in this game is making sacrifices on what you'd RATHER have and
what you can AFFORD to have ... these aren't always the same thing. Example: I'd RATHER have 2 25pdr arty units, and there
are 2 available, but I need to have another Sherman Tank instead, or I need another engineering unit and a transport, etc. You'll
quickly start to learn to 'make do' and discover just how much use you can milk out of units you might otherwise completely
disregard.

It gets better. The first few missions are pretty easy-breezy. Then it starts to get tougher. Then it starts to get A LOT tougher !
At that point, you'll start to think 'there isn't any way I can complete this mission given what I have at my disposal !' And about
the time you think that, reinforcements will start to show up ! I found the pacing of my need for more units vs the actual arrival
of new units to be almost hand-to-glove in the first campaign.

There are a lot of things to learn, tactically, that will improve your odds of winning. You'll pick a lot of these up as you play. Or
you can probably track down a guide to learn more about them. I'm probably running outta room on this review! Best of luck if
you get the game, and Happy Hunting!
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Battle Academy, one of my favourite surprise titles to get me in 2014.

I loved how each mission was setup and you could go into it with a plan only to fail because you prepared wrong!

Superb hard hitting tense action too when setting up your orders. I would love to see more from this series. An oldie but goodie.
The maps are fun to play on SP and there's a small but viable PBEM MP community. Each map takes myabe 30-40 minutes to
play though and there's interest variety of scenarios. The graphics are getting a bit dated but still a fun game.. it's not a bad t-rpg.
However, it has some flaws that I'd rather not recommend it unless it's on very cheap price.
I would rate it neutral, but there is no option unfortunately.

It has a unique experience of how to use infantry, because if they are out in the open, they will be gone pretty quick.
Learning how to take care of infantry is essential.
Considering that the title is based on actual battles during World War 2, you get to learn few historical facts which I appreciated.
Generally speaking, defense has more advantage than offense.
Don't be fooled by cartoon graphic. It will be challenging time to time.

The reason for down vote.
The graphics and UI did not age well.
The movement of units and camera is very awkward as well as the animation.
The sound effect seems out of balance. Some sound too loud when some are too quiet.
The music may become too redundant after awhile.
you may unintentionally click a unit to move when you were just trying to drage the map.
The unit designs are too cheap.
If few graphic values were improved, this may have become more classic, but it lacks to be a PC classic on my standard.

Also. the DLC prices are over priced.

When it's on sale, the dlc is more expensive than the core game if I remember correctly and it is unacceptable from my
perspective. I do not know how long each campaigns are, but I highly doubt if they exceed the main core campaign length.
dlc is optional purchase so I will conclude my further complaint about the price, but I won't be purchasing any of $60 dlc and
$20s on sale but even that is over priced.

While I did certainly enjoyed some aspect of the title, I cannot recommend it due to I would say un-finished-mobile-port to PC
graphic decisions.. Great wargame, simple to learn difficult to master, indie feel to it, kinda ipadish but better quality than an
Ipad game. It's cool . Also has tons of expansion DLC. Gem of a wargame. This is actually made by the BBC in 2004 but it is a
high quality pc game. Sort of Cartoonish fun to play.. This turn-based strategy game offers some innovative ideas, but fails on
execution of those ideas. It tries to freshen up the old Panzer General formula, but poor explanation of mechanics and bugs
make for an irritating experience.

The Good:
Morale System. Units in the game have morale, and when fired at enough, even if not killed, will be suppressed and then retreat,
at which point they can be captured by any adjacent unit. This is a good system, but it is not really explained well.
Units and Models. There are a wide variety of units to choose from, and there is some flexibility in force composition at the
beginning of each mission, so you can *kind of* play how you want. However, do to mission and map design, if you stray from
the standard mix of tanks and infantry, you will have a very difficult time. The models for units and the game in general, are
pretty good for a mobile port.

The Bad:
Morale System: The downside of the morale system is that the game never really explains it in depth. So you find that units that
you thought were suppressed lose that status at the beginning of your turn. On several occasions, units which I had suppressed
fired on my units that same turn. Bug, exception? Who knows! Also there is no way to tell if an enemy is suppressed at a glance,
you have to hover over them and then look for their morale number.
UI: Which leads to the second problem. The interface is pretty bad, doesn't provide much useful info and lack of status
indicators means squinting to read tiny numbers.
Sighting: Line of sight in this game is messed up. My tank can't see through a hedgerow, but an MG squad shoots through them
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just fine to hit my infantry. Units in cover can't be spotted by tanks, even when in adjacent squares. Units in cover become re-
hidden every turn unless you have infantry right next to them. This game over-powers reaction shots, and many units can fire
from cover without revealing themselves, so expect many deaths because you accidentally drove your sherman near a bush
containing panzergrenadiers.
Hit Chances: The game makes outright killing anything very difficult. Hit percentages are often well below 50%. I believe this is
to prioritize the morale/suppression method of forcing enemies to retreat and then capture them. Either way, its ridiculous that I
can pull up directly behind an enemy Stug, and the game tells me that my sherman has 10% chance of killing it.

Ultimately this is why I quit after completing the first campaign included in the game. This game encourages extreme caution
due to the emphasis on cover, concealment, and over-powered reaction fire. Every scenario boils down to slowly approaching
hidden enemy positions, spraying fire at possible enemy positions, only to have an MG pop up in the 1 pile of rocks you
DIDN'T smother with cannon fire.

ALSO: Game has lots of VERY overpriced DLC. Game comes with 3 campaigns, and each DLC adds one more for almost
what the game costs.
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